DEFINITIONS
Chapter: A main divisional unit of this manual, addressing one of the major functions of traffic engineering or supporting functions.
Section: A grouping of related subjects within a chapter.
Subject: A specific guideline, policy or procedure.

SUBJECT NUMBERING
The manual is divided into topical chapters with each chapter having one or more sections that are divided into specific treatments of material, called subjects.

Chapters, sections and subjects are all numbered.

Chapter numbers are numbered consecutively, generally without gaps. Sections and subjects are numbered consecutively or sometimes with gaps—5, 10, 15, 20—to allow for future insertions of material at the most appropriate locations within the chapter or to follow the MUTCD numbering system.

Chapters 2 through 10 are allotted to subjects related to traffic control devices covered in the corresponding Parts 2 through 10 of the MUTCD.
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